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Absiract 

The tllcoretical design of a second harmonic gy- 
roklystron amplifier at a voltage near 500 kV is presented. 
Because of the relat,ively high voltage the beam tunnel 
must be large, so the radiation is not, cutoff in the drift 
tub?. To avoid feedback we operate the input, cavity at the 
f~lnd;rment,al, which is cutoff in the drift tube, and design 
a con~plt~ output cavity t,hat emits very little radiation 
back into 111~ drift tube. The outpllt, cavity is described in 
detail, and t,he overall gain and efficiency is given. 

I. 1NTRo~ucTloN 

IJor nccclcrntor applicat,ions it would be highly desirable 
to op~rat.c~ a gyroklystron amplifier at the second harmonic, 
as t,his woul(1 reduce the demands on t,he magnets. In ad- 
dition, if subharmonic bunching is used all but the last 
cavity can operate at the fundamental frequency, allow- 
iilg a scrond harmonic device to he easily adapted to an 
rsistirlg fundamental gyroklystron amplifier. The major 
prot?lcln wit,11 second harmonic operation at moderate to 
high voltage, where t,he Larmor radius is large, is t,hat the 
ratlint,ion may not, be cutoff in t#he drift tube. For instance, 
the drift sxtions in the University of Maryland’s 500 kV 
gyroklyst,ron amplifier[l] must, be at, least 1.5 cm in radius 
to allow t,he beam t,o pass through. At this radius the 
operating mode, TEDI, is cutoff at t,he fundamental fre- 
quency of 10 GHz, but not, at the second harmonic. The 
ol,vious solution is to operate all but the last cavity at the 
fundarncnt~al frequency and operat,e the output cavity in 
t11c ‘IT”:! Inode at the second harmonic. Then the prob- 
1en1 is to make sure that the mode conversion from TEoz 
and TEtII is negligible. For multi-megawatt devices the 
constraints on mode conversion may be so severe that a 
narrow band filt,er is needed upst,ream of the output cavity 
to kec,p the radiation from traveling back toward the gun. 

III the renlainder of this paper we concentrate on the the- 
ori,t,ic;tl design of a 20 GIIz, second harmonic gyroklystron 
altlplifier consist,ent with the parameters of the University 
of hlaryland device, which are summarized in Table 1. We 
will first, give the design of the output cavity, then present. 
the nonlinear gain and efficiency. 
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Table 1: University of Maryland Gyroklystron Parameters. 

II. OUTPUT’ CAVITY DESIGN 

Three output cavit,y designs, in order of increasing com- 
plexity, are shown in Figs. la-lc. Figure la is the simplest: 
at radii r1 and r3 the TEo2 mode is cutoff, while at radii 
~2 and r4 the TEo2 mode may propagate. The tapers are 
designed for low mode conversion to the TEol mode, and 
either the length of the lip at radius r-3 or the value of 
r3 may be adjusted to control the cavity Q. This type of 
cavity works well at low Q, but at high Q a substantial 
portion of the output power may be converted to the TEol 
mode. This is because the outgoing power in the TEoz 
mode is on the order of l/Q of the circulating power, so 
the amount of mode conversion t,o the TEol must be signif- 
icantly less than l/Q. For Q - 1000, which is typical, the 
mode conversion must be much smaller than -30 dB. Such 
low mode conversion may not be practical with reasonable 
length tapers. 

This problem can be eliminated by placing a narrow 
band 20 GHz mode filter upstream of the output cavity, as 
shown in Fig. lb. The filter consist#s of a cavity that has a 
low Q resonance at 20 GIIz, so it won’t interact strongly 
with the beam. Such a cavity will effectively eliminate 
any power produced in the output cavity from propagating 
back to the gun. 

There is an additional problem with the cavities shown 
in both Figs. la and lb; the outgoing TEo2 may be con- 
taminated by the TEol mode. One way to eliminate this 
is by using the cavity shown in Fig. lc, in which the radius 
rg is cutoff to the TEo2 mode. Thus, all the output, power 
is in the TEol mode. The length of the transition between 
radii 1-2 and r3 may be adjusted to control the amount of 
mode conversion and thus the cavity Q. With the mode fil- 
ter in place all the power will be in the forward direction, 
producing a pure TEol signal. 
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Figure 1: Three output cavity designs in order of increasing 
complexity. 

III. CIRCUIT DESIGN 

Our initial design employs t,wo cavities separated by a 
1.5 cm radius drift section. The input cavity is 1.7 cm long 
with a radius of 6.1 c.m and a Q of 300. The drift tube is 
10 cm in length. For simplicity we chose the output cavity 
depict,ed in Fig. la. Its dimensions are ~1 = 1.50 cm, ~2 = 
1.72 cm, TJ = 1.68 cm, and v-4 = 1.80 cm. At these radii 
the TEol mode at 10 Ghz is cutoff. All t,hree tapers are 2 
cm long, the st,raight section of the cavity (at radius TV) is 
1.436 cm and the straight section of the lip (at radius r3) 
is .330 cm. The resultant Q of the output cavity is 600. 
\\:it,h no beam present, analysis of the cold cavity fields 
indicates that, about .3% of the power will propagate back 
toward t,he input, cavit,y. This value will probably change 
when the beam is present. 

To calculate the gain and efficiency, we used a nonlinear, 
partially self-consistent code which computes the steady 
stat.e amplitude and phase in each cavity[2]. The beam 
characteristics and applied magnet,ic field are given in Ta- 
I)le 1. For these parameters the efficiency was 22%, cor- 
responding t,o 15 MW output power. WC do not believe 
hat this is an optimized value; t,here is a large paramet,er 
space to starch and we have not yet explored all possi- 
ble cotnbinations of output cavity Q, lengt,h and frequency 
nlismat,ch, and magnetic field. We will continue with our 
opt,irnization process and report on an improved design at 
a Inter d&e. 

The gain of this device was fairly low, only about, 16 dB. 

However, the gain can easily be increased by raising the 
input cavity Q, tapering the magnetic field or adding an 
intermediate cavity. 

IV. SUMMARY 

We have shown that second harmonic operation with 
bunching at the fundamental frequency is feasible. 1Vith 
a velocity spread of lo%, numerical simulations have 
achieved an output power of 15 MW (corresponding to 
an efficiency of 22%) at 20 GIIz. We believe that the ef- 
ficiency will increase significantly as we continue with our 
optimization. The gain was about 16 dB; this number 
will also increase with modifications to the input cavity, 
magnetic field tapering or the addition of an intermediate 
cavity. 

We have also presented a variety of output cavities that 
can be used to prevent feedback of the output cavity signal 
into the input cavity and to guarantee t,hat the output, will 
be in a pure mode. 
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